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Irresponsible Captain Tylor OVA Series: DVD 1 
An Exceptional Episode

Pre-book date: 7/17/2001 - Street date: 7/31/2001
Approximately 105 minutes, Dolby Digital 2.0 Stereo, Color.
Science Fiction/Comedy

DVD (Bilingual) - Japanese and English Languages, English Subtitles
Catalog#: RSDVD2006
ISBN: 1-57032-867-6
UPC#: 7-42617-2006-2-5
SRP: $29.95

Suggested Rating: 13+

This is the first in a set of direct-to-video (OVA) releases made shortly after the “Irresponsible
Captain Tylor” TV series concluded production, and is sometimes known by fans as “Tylor’s
War.” They deal with events that occur about six months after the conclusion of the Raalgon war.

The shooting war is over. The undefeated Soyokaze has returned home and all should be right in
the universe. It's not ... the Raalgon Empire has created an incredibly powerful and destabilizing
new weapon system. With the urging of the Prime Minister, they're about to deploy it and when
the UPSF forces realize this the choice is clear. These are desperate times ...

The shape of the future will be determined by the actions of very unlikely allies. Their choices
will be difficult and their situation may well be hopeless. Any hope for galactic peace rests on the
most irresponsible man in history. Perhaps Tylor will stay awake for this.

Also includes several music video segments featuring the cast!

The original TV series DVD release of Tylor has been a best seller - capture more sales with
repeat customers with the OVA releases!

Sample graphic of DVD is located at http://www.rightstuf.com/outgoing/sleeves/rs9211.jpg
Note: cover art is subject to change.

Also available on VHS:
Dubbed: Catalog #RS9211, UPC: 7-42617-9211-3-1, $19.98
Subtitled: Catalog #RS9221, UPC: 7-42617-9221-3-8, $19.98
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Sin: The Motion Picture Soundtrack CD

Pre-book date: 7/10/2001 - Street date: 7/23/2001

Audio CD
Catalog#: AT9308
ISBN: 1-57032- 892-7
UPC#: 7-42617-9308-2-9
SRP: $14.98

The stunning soundtrack to the best-selling video release.  20 tracks, 43 minutes.

Graphic of this CD jacket is located at http://www.rightstuf.com/outgoing/sleeves/at9308.jpg

Akira Original Soundtrack CD

Pre-book date: 7/10/2001 - Street date: 7/23/2001

Audio CD
Catalog#: AT9305
ISBN: 1-57032-889-7
UPC#: 7-42617-9305-2-2
SRP: $14.98

To coincide with the highly anticipated re-release of Akira on VHS and DVD, Animetrax is proud to offer the Akira
Symphonic Suite, by Geinoh Yamashirogumi.  10 tracks, 70 minutes.  Booklet contains great background material
regarding the music and how it was integrated and created for the release.

You will want to have this in your store when the video/DVD is released!

Graphic of this CD jacket is located at http://www.rightstuf.com/outgoing/sleeves/at9305.jpg

Look for more great Anime soundtracks coming each month from AnimeTrax!
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